22nd December 2017

Job Role: Creative Designer
Are you a Creative Designer looking to take your career to the next stage?
You’ll ideally be a bit of a jack-of-all-trades - happy designing for print, web and social - as well as pitching
in on creative concepts for campaigns. A general working knowledge of After Effects and/or 3D software
would also be highly desirable.
We have a small, but multi-talented team at Maguires. There are no prima-donnas - everyone pitching in
where required.
Our team members each hold skills that complement their main roles: from photography to digital marketing,
copywriting to video editing. With this in mind, we would expect the role of Creative Designer to include the
ability to approach briefs with motion graphics in mind. We provide social content for a number of clients and
endeavour to provide content which is as engaging as possible.
At Maguires you’ll get the opportunity to work for all of our clients, across a wide variety of sectors. We all
talk to clients here - answering phones and presenting our work - so you’ll need to have the ability to talk a
good game.
We are ideally looking for 1-2 years of agency experience. However, we can be flexible on experience for the
right candidate.
Lastly, we’re based in the centre of Glasgow, a short walk/bike ride to both the City Centre and the heart of
the West End. So there’s plenty of options for lunch and good coffee.
So if you’re looking to move your career on, grow your skill set, and in turn help move our team forward,
we want to hear from you.
Salary: DOE
Portfolios and CVs to: talk@maguireadvertising.co.uk
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